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/^-INTERPOLATION I N THE BALL

by XAVIER MASSANEDA*

(Received 7th August 1996)

We give a necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence [ak}k in the unit ball of C° to be interpolating
for the class A~°° of holomorphic functions with polynomial growth. The condition, which goes along the
lines of the ones given by Berenstein and Li for some weighted spaces of entire functions and by Amar for
H°° functions in the ball, is given in terms of the derivatives of m > n functions F Fm e A~°° vanishing
on {ak)k.

1991 Mathematics subject classification: 32A35.

1. Introduction and main result

Let BB denote the unit ball in C" and S" its boundary. The space of holomorphic
functions with polynomial growth, defined as

A~ = \feH(M:~~]O*Wl 1

" • . 1 O 6 ( T H 5 ) J

is the smallest algebra of holomorphic functions that contains the class H°° of bounded
functions and is closed by differentiation. A~°° can be thought of as the union of the
spaces

A~> = {/ 6 /JOB.) : U/IU =: sup(l - \z\Y\f{z)\ < oo}, p > 0,

as well as the union of the weighted Bergman spaces

Bl = If e H(Bn): / |/(z)|'(l - \z\)'~ldm(z) < col p, a > 0.

The norms || • \\A-, provide a structure of Frechet space for ^4"°°.
Given the characteristic growth of the A~°° functions, a sequence of different points

{ak}k in !„ is called A~°°-interpolating when for any sequence {vk}k in some space
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*"'({**}) = {{»*)* C C : \\{vk}\\t-, =: sup(l - \ak\Y\vk\ < <x>}, p > 0

there exist m > 0 and / e /4~m such that /(a t ) = vk for all fc.
It is important to stress that in the previous definition the values p and m such that

[vk] € t~" and / e /4~m need not be the same. If we require m = p we obtain the more
restrictive notion of A~p-interpolating sequence, which here we will not discuss. In the
unit disk Seip obtained a characterization of ^"'-interpolating sequences in terms of a
Nyquist density measured with the hyperbolic metric [13]. Some partial results for
higher dimensions can be found in [10] and [7].

Bruna and Pascuas characterized the ^""-interpolating sequences in dimension 1
by a condition which is essentially Korenblum's condition for the A~°° zero-sequences
made invariant by automorphisms [4]. The techniques involved in the proofs, which
rely on Korenblum's work [9], are specific of the one-variable analysis, and cannot be
adapted to higher dimensions. Some qualitative properties of the ^"""-interpolating
sequences in case n > 1 are described in [11].

In this paper we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence to be
^"""-interpolating in the unit ball. The condition obtained, which goes along the lines
of the results given by Berenstein-Li [2] for weighted spaces of entire functions and by
Amar [1] for bounded holomorphic functions in the ball, requires a certain growth of
the derivatives of a C" (m > «) valued holomorphic function vanishing on the sequence.
The proofs are modelled after [2], and the fact that A'°° is closed by differentiation
plays a crucial role.

Given a C valued holomorphic function F = (F, Fm) let Z(F) denote the
common zero set of the Fj. Also, DvFj stands for the derivative of F;- in the direction
given by v.

Main Theorem. Let {ak}k be a sequence in the ball and let m>n. Then {ak}k is A'°°-
interpolating if and only if there exist constants c, e > 0 and a function F: Bn —* Cm such
that Fj € A'°°, j = 1 m, and

J2\DvFj(ak)\ > e(l - \ak\)
c Vfc e N VveS". (1)

It is convenient to allow a number m > n of function if we don't want to restrict
ourselves to sequences [ak}k which are complete intersections.

Acknowledgements. I would like to express my gratitude to Pascal J. Thomas for
bringing Berenstein and Li's paper to my attention and for showing me the proof of
Lemma 2. I want also to thank Carlos Berenstein for pointing out a couple of mistakes
in a previous version of the paper.
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2. Proofs and corollaries

Proof of the Main Theorem. Suppose that {ak}k is ^""-interpolating and take
M > 0 so that 5Zfc(l — |aJ2)M < oo. Such an M exists because for some p, c > 0 the
hyperbolic balls

Ek = [z e B. : |0oi(z)| < c(l - \ak\
2Y]

are pairwise disjoint ([11, Theorem 2]), and therefore the sum of their volumes is finite.
Here #0J denotes the automorphism of En exchanging 0 and ak.

The structure of Frechet space enjoyed by A~°° implies that given M there exist
constants N and K such that for every [vk}k with ||{ut}||,-M < 1 there is / G A ~ N with
II/IL-" < K and f(ak) — vk (see for example [11, Lemma 2.1]). Consider then gk e A~N

with \\gk\\A-N < K, gk(aj) = Sjk(\ - \ak\
2)~M, and define

Fj(z) = £ ( 1 - \ak\
2)2Mgl(z)(z' - a{) j= 1 , . . . , « ,

k=l

where z' denotes the ^-coordinate of z. It is clear that each Fj vanishes on [ak}k and
Fj e A~2N. Taking derivatives we also see that

dF

and therefore (1) holds:

m a x

Assume now (1). For any j = I,... ,m and v e S" consider the one variable
function.

FJ,{X):=F)(ak

where 6 e (0, 1) is some fixed constant.

Lemma 1. There exist £,,£2,c,,c2 > 0 such that for all X with |A| = e,(l — |aJ2)C1 and
for all v e Sn:

m

£ \Fj(ak + d{\ - \ak\)vX)\ > e2(l - \ak\
2)c\
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Proof. Since Fjv(Q) = <5(1 - KOA^a^ ) , the hypotheses imply that there exist
constants c, £ > 0 and an index ;„ such that

1*1.(0)1 > e(l - \ak\
2)c. (2)

Also, there exist C, p > 0 for which

\Fj^)\ < C(l - \ak\
2y \A\<\,

because /*} e A~°°.
An application of the maximum principle shows then that the function

gv(X) ;= Fjv£k)/l also satisfies

|0.(A)l < C(1 - \ak\
2y" \M < 1.

Hence the function defined as

- 9,(0))

has Gu(0) = 0 and |G,,(A)| < 1 for |A| < 1, so by the Schwarz lemma

\G.(X)\ < \M for \X\ < 1.

This implies that no zero a ^ 0 of FjoV is inside the disc of radius ^(1 - \ak\
2)c+p centred

at 0:

\a\ > |G,(a)| = (1~3
l°*|2yin..(0)l ^ 3^0 - I^|2rp- (3)

An application of Taylor's formula together with (2) and this last inequality shows
finally that for some c2, e2 > 0:

I^,(;OI > e2(l - Kl2/2 for W = y . D

Call now afe = 5(1 — |aA|) and ck = e,(l — |at|
2)C|, where e, and c, are given by

Lemma 1. Note that inequality (3) in the proof of Lemma 1 shows that |a; - ak\ > ck

for every a /^ ak, so the balls

Bk = {zeMn:\z-ak\< l/2akck).

are pairwise disjoint.
Let's now turn to solve the interpolation problem. We do it in a standard way, first
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finding a smooth interpolating function with the required growth and afterwards
solving a 3-problem in order to make the smooth solution holomorphic.

Let X e C° be a cut-off function such that X - 1 for \z\ < 1, X - 0 for \z\ > 2 and
\VX\ < C. Given {vk} e i~p({ak}) consider the smooth interpolating function defined by

Since dE has the support in Uk{z: l/4akck < \z - ak\ < \/2akck}, there exist e',c > 0
such that |F(z)| > e'(l - |z|2)c' for z e supp(dE). Hence for every M > 0 there is K > 0
such that

oo,

a n d we can apply T h e o r e m 2.6 in [8]: there a re 3-closed (0, l ) - fo rms o)l,...,o)m a n d
some K > 0 such tha t dE = a>2Fx H +a>mFm and:

|2(1 - \z\2fdm(z) < oo.

This is a result on the Koszul complex induced by F , , . . . , Fm which as far as we know
goes back ultimately to Hormander [5].

We now take the solutions M, to the equation du — co, provided by [6], which satisfy
the growth condition:

f k(
JBn

(z)|2(l - \z\2fdm{z) < oo.
JBn

Finally define

H = E-uiFl um-Fm.

This is a holomorphic function with H{ak) = vk for all k, and since there exists K > 0
with

f \H(z)\\l - \z\2)Kdm(z) < co

it belongs to some weighted Bergman space, and therefore to A~°° ([5, Lemma 3]). D

As in [2], some corollaries can be obtained from the Main Theorem.
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Corollary 1. Let (ak}k be a sequence in the ball and let m> n. Then [ak}k is
A~°°-interpolating if and only if there exists a function F : IBn -*• Cm such that Fj e A~°°,
j — 1 , . . . , m, {ak} c Z(F), and there exist constants c, £ > 0 such that for all k there is a
n x n minor J of the Jacobian matrix JF,...Fm

 w'tn

|det.7(a4)|>e(l-|fl*l)e V/ceN. (4)

In particular, for the case of complete intersection:

~°°
Corollary 2. Let {ak}k be a sequence in the ball. Then {ak}k is A~°° -interpolating if

and only if there exist a function F : Bn —> C" and constants c, e > 0 such that Fj e A~
j=l,...,n, {ak} c Z(F), and

. . . F n K) |>£( l - | a , | ) c VfceN.

Although Corollary 1 can be obtained from the Main Theorem in an analogous
way as Corollary 2.6 is obtained from the main result in [2], we prefer to exhibit a
simplified proof. First we have the following lemma.

Lemma 2 ([14]). Let m >n and let 5""' denote the unit sphere in R". There exists a
positive constant 5 = 5(m, ri) such that for every L: K" -*• Km linear with
\\L(x)\\ > 1 Vxe S"~l there exists a n x n minor J of the matrix of L such that
IdetJI > 5.

Proof. Assume L : R" -*• Rm linear with ||L(x)|| > 1 for all x e 5""1.
Claim: There exist a = a(m, n) > 0 and a set of n coordinates £ C {1 m) such

that

l|nEoL(x)|| > a X<ES"-\

being nE the canonical projection from Rm to R" induced by the coordinates E.
In order to see that the claim implies the lemma consider the minor J corresponding

to the coordinates E. Denote by J the linear application from R" to R" whose matrix
is J, that is J — nE o L, and consider a Jordan basis of unitary eigenvectors v, of
eigenvalue A.. Each A. is an eigenvalue of at least one element v° of the Jordan basis.
The claim yields then

a > IU(v;)|| = |i;.,v;|| = |A,|,

and therefore
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Let's now prove the claim. Let l|7t£ll(I,.)llOp denote the norm of 7rE|aRll) as operator from
L(R") to R". It's enough to see that there exists a set E of n coordinates such that

' P < < 5 ~ '> s i n c e t h e n

and the conclusion is obvious.
Consider thus for any a in the symmetric group Sm the set of coordinates

Ea = {<T(1), . . . , o{n)}. Let Gr(n; Rm) denote the Grassmanian of n-dimensional linear
sub-varieties of Km and define the function <D : Gr(n\ Rm) ->• K+ by

= min ||7i^ |
CT€o

<D is continuous, since it is the minimum of a finite number of continuous functions.
Thus, by the compacity of the Grassmanian, fl> is bounded and the claim is proved. •

In the proof of Corollary 1 we will use, for a matrix A — (a^),j the norm
||i4||, = J^tj |aj;|. For vectors v in C the norms || • ||, and || • || are equivalent: there exists
a constant cn > 0 depending only on n such that || • || < || • ||, < cn|| • ||.

Proof of Corollary 1. Assume first that {ak}k is /("""-interpolating. By the Main
Theorem there exist c, e > 0 and F : !„ -» Cm, F} € A~°° satisfying (1), and the
conclusion is immediately obtained by applying Lemma 2 to

L(v) = ^_L_^(D.F 1 ( f l t ) , . . . . D.Fm{ak)).

For the sufficiency proceed as in [2]. Denote by J'(ak) the adjoint of J(ak). Since
J~\ak) = (detj(ak))~'j*(ak) and A~°° is closed by differentiation, (4) implies that for
some 5, p > 0 independent of k

\\J'\ak)\\ < <5(1 - 1^1)-'.

Given v e S" and w = J[ak) • v we have

1

- i l l J - " " ' = M ' 2 #<^^ < 1 - | f l ' l ) '
J—l \ K/ 1

which by the Main Theorem implies that {ak)k is /("""-interpolating. •
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3. Final remarks

1. Using again that A~°° is closed by differentiation it is not difficult to see that
Corollary 2 can also be directly obtained from the weighted Jacobi interpolation
formula (see [3]):

where the functions g{(C, z) solve the division problem

2. The same type of results hold for any space of slowly increasing functions

being X : [0, 1) -> R+ an increasing function such that

(a) lim^, A(r) = +oo

(b) (1 — r)k(f) is decreasing

(c) there exists ck > 1 such that A(l - r2) < c,A(l - r)

(d) (1 — r)k\r) is decreasing

These properties ensure that Ax is closed by differentiation and the analogous
computations to the ones above can be carried out similarly. Thus we obtain the
following result and the corresponding corollaries:

Theorem. Let {ak)k be a sequence in the ball and let m > n. Then {ak}k is
Ax-interpolating if and only if there exist constants c, e > 0 and a function F : Bn -*• Cm

such that Fj e Ax,j = 1 , . . . , m, and

m

\DvFj(ak)\ > ee-'W""" ViteN Vv e S".
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